Welcoming better to welcome more

Workshop 2

Bilateral Seminar
Paris
March 7-8, 2016
Administrative and Academic steps forward in welcoming the US student on our French campuses

- **Who is the US student today?**
  By Peggy Blumenthal and Eloise Brézault, plus the voices of Maria, Ashleigh, James, Ana, and Laura

- **Yes France is welcoming better administratively!**
  By Sandra Cohen and Alia Ladjili-Rodriguez

- **Yes France is welcoming better academically!**
  By Vice Presidents Noureddine Manamanni and Pierre Van de Weghe
Let’s debate and keep on moving forward, in better welcoming transatlantic students

- How can Us students be better prepared before arriving in France?
- How can we share good practices and train French actors –staff to succeed in their transatlantic mobility cooperation?
- How can we measure quality?
- How are French students welcomed on Us campuses?
We shall...........
We can................
We will....................

Thank you!
Caroline Donovan White and Christel Outreman

March 7-8, 2016 - Paris